Abstract-Network messaging delay historically constitutes a large portion of the wall-clock time for High Performance Computing (HPC) applications, as these applications run on many nodes and involve intensive communication among their tasks. Dragonfly network topology has emerged as a promising solution for building exascale HPC systems owing to its low network diameter and large bisection bandwidth. Dragonfly includes local links that form groups and global links that connect these groups via high bandwidth optical links. Many aspects of the dragonfly network design are yet to be explored, such as the performance impact of the connectivity of the global links, i.e., global link arrangements, the bandwidth of the local and global links, or the job allocation algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
In HPC systems, network communication efficiency and delay play important roles in determining performance and scalability [1] . When scaling up to tens of thousands of nodes, traditional topologies such as toroidal meshes increase the network energy consumption up to 50% of the overall system energy [2] and introduce large communication overhead as messages need to travel tens of network hops on average [3] .
Recent technological advances have enabled new topology designs to overcome these energy and performance limitations. First, owing to increased-radix routers [4] , a larger number of ports can be connected to a router, allowing lower-diameter networks that reduce the number of hops a packet needs to travel. A reduced number of network hops translates to shorter messaging delays as well as lower energy consumption. Second, the availability of cost-and energy-efficient optical switches [5] enables higher link bandwidth compared to elec- Dragonfly network topology [6] exploits these technology advances mentioned above to achieve high bisection bandwidth 1 and high scalability. A dragonfly network has a twolevel hierarchy, where the elements in each level are closely connected, resulting in a low network diameter. Variations of dragonfly topology are currently used in Cray XC [7] , Cray Cascade [8] and IBM PERCS [9] .
The dragonfly topology's two-level hierarchy is composed of local links forming groups and global links connecting these groups via optical links. Within a group, the routers are connected in an all-to-all or a flattened-butterfly fashion using electrical links. Overall, each router has ports connecting them to (i) the compute nodes, (ii) the other routers in the group, and (iii) the other groups in the network. Figure 1 illustrates a single group consisting of 4 routers, where each router is connected to 2 nodes, 3 other routers within the group, and 2 routers in other groups [6] .
The existing literature on dragonflies focuses on analyzing the impact of routing [10] , [11] , [12] and job allocation algorithms [13] , [14] , [15] on performance. One aspect of dragonfly network topologies that has not yet been extensively studied is the global link arrangement, which defines the connectivity of each router in a group to the other groups. Recent work proposes three specific link arrangements to connect groups to each other: absolute, relative, and circulantbased [16] . Hastings et al. provide a theoretical study on these arrangements and analyze how the system bisection bandwidth changes with respect to the global and local link bandwidths [17] . Existing work, however, does not investigate the coupling This paper studies the impact of global link arrangements on network performance in tandem with routing mechanisms, job placement algorithms, and application communication patterns. To enable such analysis, we design a packet-level simulation framework that unifies network design parameters with communication patterns and accurately models wall-clock time of HPC applications. Our specific contributions are as follows:
• We introduce a packet-level simulation framework based on the Structural Simulation Toolkit (SST) [18] . Our framework estimates the performance of HPC applications with consideration of the underlying network topology by closing the gap between job allocation/task mapping and detailed network simulation. This framework allows simulating the combined impact of allocation/mapping decisions as well as network and application properties on the performance of HPC applications.
• Using our framework, we evaluate the performance of global link arrangements considering a set of job allocation and routing mechanisms for various communication patterns, and demonstrate that circulant global link arrangement provides up to 15% lower communication overhead compared to the other arrangements when the network is highly loaded, owing to its higher bisection bandwidth. We also show that the impact of global arrangements on application performance can be limited for common MPI patterns. • We show that task mapping can substantially impact application running time, and the level of this impact is also affected by the routing mechanism and the network load. In our experiments with selected applications, we show that task mapping affects application running time by up to 11%.
• We demonstrate that the combined impact of the job allocation and routing mechanism highly depends on the bandwidth ratio of the global links over the local links. For high bandwidth ratios, our analysis shows up to 44% difference in communication overhead between the best and worst performing {routing, allocation} pairs. The rest of the paper starts by providing background on dragonfly networks. Section III presents the details of our proposed simulation framework together with our target HPC machines and workload assumptions. In Section IV, we provide the results of our performance analysis regarding different aspects of dragonfly networks. Section V describes the prior work on dragonfly and Section VI concludes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND ON DRAGONFLY NETWORKS Dragonfly topology [6] is a two-level hierarchical direct network based on high-radix routers. We use the parameters presented in Table I to describe a dragonfly topology.
In the first hierarchical level, a routers constitute a group and are connected by local electrical links, typically with an all-to-all or a flattened-butterfly network topology. Each router is connected to p compute nodes and has h optical links that form an inter-group network. The routers in a group collectively act as a virtual router with a · p connections to compute nodes and a · h connections to other groups. The second hierarchical level consists of g of these virtual routers, typically connected with an all-to-all topology.
The rest of this section describes the link arrangements, routing mechanisms, and job placement strategies we use in our study of global link arrangements.
A. Link Arrangements
There are two link groups in a dragonfly network: global and local. Global links refer to the optical inter-group cables, whereas local links connect routers within a single group.
1) Global:
We use three different global link arrangements and comply with the terminology used by Hastings et al. [17] . Absolute arrangement: In the absolute arrangement, the first available port in group 0 is connected to the first available port in the group 1. Then, the next available port in group 0 is connected to the first available port in group 2. This continues until group 0 is linked to all other groups. We apply the same procedure to the remaining groups in order. As a result, port i of group j is connected to group i if i < j, and to group i + 1 otherwise. Figure 2 (a) depicts an absolute arrangement.
Relative arrangement: All groups have identical relative connections in this arrangement. As shown in Figure 2 (b), in each group, port 0 is connected to the next group, port 1 is connected to the second next group, and so on. In other words, port i of group j is connected to group (i + j + 1) mod g, where g is the total number of groups.
Circulant-based arrangement: With the circulant-based arrangement, in each group, port 0 is connected to the next group, and port 1 is connected to the previous group. Port 2 is connected to the second next, and port 3 is connected to the second previous group, and so on. In other words, port i of group j is connected to group (i/2 + j + 1) mod g if i is even, and to group (− i/2 + j − 1) mod g if i is odd. This arrangement assumes that each router has an even number of optical links, and it is depicted in Figure 2 (c).
2) Local:
In dragonfly architectures, local links are typically arranged as a flattened-butterfly (e.g., Cray Cascade [8] ) or as an all-to-all network (e.g., IBM PERCS [9] ). In this paper, we assume all-to-all local link arrangements with a uniform local link bandwidth to isolate the impact of global link arrangements. We define the ratio of global link bandwidth to local link bandwidth as α.
B. Routing
A routing strategy defines the paths of message traversal through the network. Routing has been shown to play an important role in the system performance in Dragonflies [10] , [11] . While a shortest-path routing strategy reduces the message latency in a dragonfly with low network utilization, it can lead to hot-spots on the global links when two groups intensively communicate with each other over a few links. In this work, we use two static routing strategies to study the impact of routing on different global link arrangements: minimal and Valiant. 
C. Allocation
Allocation refers to the placement of incoming jobs to the available machine nodes. Studies have shown that allocation has a significant impact on application performance on dragonflies, but there is no consensus in the community on which allocation algorithm maximizes the performance of dragonflies [13] , [14] , [15] , [20] . In order to study the impact of global link arrangements in presence of a comprehensive set of workload management algorithms, we consider three allocation techniques that are shown to have fundamentally different characteristics [13] : cluster, spread, and random.
1) Cluster:
Cluster first fills the available nodes in a single dragonfly group in order. Once there is no available node left, it continues with the next group.
2) Spread:
This allocation strategy aims to spread a given job uniformly among groups by filling routers in a round robin manner. It first uses all nodes in router 0 of group 0, then continues with the nodes in router 0 of group 1, and so on. Once all router 0s are occupied in all groups, it continues with router 1.
3) Random:
This strategy simply selects random nodes from the set of all available nodes in the system.
D. Task Mapping
Task mapping refers to the mapping of the MPI ranks of a single job onto the compute cores located in the nodes selected by the allocation algorithm. The aim of task mapping is to place closely-communicating MPI ranks next to each other to reduce the communication overhead and network load. As HPC infrastructures typically do not have access to the communication pattern of incoming jobs, task mapping is performed by the HPC application once the job starts executing.
Commonly known task mapping strategies include graphbased approaches and linear mapping, which assigns the MPI ranks to the cores in a linear order. In this work, we would like to minimize the performance impact of task mapping so as to isolate the effect of global link arrangements. Thus, for each application, we select the task mapping algorithm that suits the communication pattern in the best way. Task mapping algorithms we use are as follows:
1) Random:
This task mapper randomly places application's MPI ranks onto the allocated nodes. We use the random task mapper to average out the impact of the messaging order in applications with uniform communication (e.g., all-to-all and bisection pattern; refer to Section III-C for further details). [21] : This algorithm recursively splits the application's communication graph and the network topology graph into equal halves using minimum weighted edge-cuts. At the end of the recursion, the remaining MPI ranks are placed in the remaining compute cores. We use this task mapper for the 3D stencil pattern as it has been shown to perform better than linear task mapping [21] .
2) Recursive Graph Bisection

III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
Network links in real HPC machines are statically connected, and thus, it is not easy to experiment with different link connections without having an entire HPC system specifically allocated for this purpose. Hence, we use packetlevel simulations (instead of experiments on real machines) in order to compare network performance for different design assumptions.
Our proposed simulation framework enables users to evaluate the combined performance impact of various design parameters such as global link arrangements, allocation/mapping algorithms, and application communication patterns. To implement our framework, we extend the Structural Simulation Toolkit (SST), which has been developed by Sandia National Laboratories to assist in the design, evaluation and optimization of HPC architectures and applications [18] . We add to SST the ability to perform packet-level simulations for custom dragonfly topologies along with dragonfly-specific routing and job allocation algorithms. Using those features we add in SST, we simulate workloads with different communication patterns to evaluate the impact of global link arrangements under a variety of scenarios. The rest of this section explains our simulation framework, the HPC machines we study, and the workloads we use in detail.
A. Simulation Framework
SST simulator has been widely used by researchers in both academic and industrial institutions. The accuracy of SST has been validated in publications and by hardware vendors [22] , [23] , [24] . SST incorporates individual elements to model specific aspects of a modern data center in detail, such as a scheduler and job allocator, a network simulator and a message passing simulator.
In the original version of SST, the scheduler element is a standalone module and is not connected to the detailed network simulator. It estimates the wall-clock time of applications through an average hop distance-based model using empirical data. The standalone scheduler module with hop distancebased performance model is good for estimating the relative performance improvement of new allocation/mapping strategies, but it is not sufficient in evaluating the more complex behavior that depends on network link bandwidths, message sizes, and routing strategies. In addition, the existing detailed network simulator is unaware of the job allocation/task mapping algorithms and it requires the user to manually define the nodes allocated for each job.
We propose a unified simulation framework that closes the gap between the scheduler and network simulation elements to have a holistic and accurate evaluation of the HPC data center performance. Our simulation framework is illustrated in Figure  3 . We assume a job trace where jobs are defined by their arrival time, required number of processors, and the application communication pattern. We define the application communication patterns using application phase files. A phase file may include a single communication pattern (e.g., all-to-all), or a successive set of communication patterns representing the phases of an application. The scheduler element schedules the jobs (i.e., decides on when to start running the job), allocates nodes for the jobs, and maps individual tasks of a job onto the allocated nodes, depending on the selected scheduling, allocation, and mapping policies. The scheduler element includes advanced allocation/mapping algorithms that are applicable to various network topologies such as 2D/3D mesh and torus. In addition, we implement the dragonfly topology along with dragonflyspecific job allocation algorithms (i.e., cluster, spread, random) in the scheduler element. After the jobs are allocated and tasks are mapped onto the nodes, ember and merlin elements simulate the network timing for sending/receiving packets from one end point in the network to another. Ember models the MPI routines used in current HPC applications, such as boundary exchange (i.e., stencil), all-to-all, all-reduce. These MPI routines are named in SST as ember motifs. Using the motifs, ember implements the message traffic between the tasks of an application. We also add the functionality to ember that allows the user to simulate custom defined communication patterns. The Merlin element works in cooperation with ember and models the behavior of routers, network interface cards (NICs), and the network routing algorithms. Merlin can capture the transient network behavior resulting from congestion, stalls, and routing in a cycle accurate manner. We implement the dragonfly network model, which accounts for the global link arrangements, in merlin. Apart from the link arrangements described in Section II-A, we provide the user the flexibility to define custom link arrangements. We can also define bandwidths separately for (i) the links to the hosts, (ii) the local links within the group, and (iii) the global links across groups.
Communication between the scheduler and merlin & ember elements is provided through a file interface in SST. The scheduler dumps the job allocation/task mapping information into a file. A python script then converts this information into the input format that ember can use.
Scalability of the SST framework to simulate exascale systems has been demonstrated in recent work [25] .
B. Target HPC Machines
We study global link arrangements in 3 different target dragonfly machines. For all of our machines, we use h = 2 optical links per router. We change the parameters listed in Table I (specifically, a, p, c, g) to experiment with different machine sizes. Our small machine uses the same dragonfly parameters used in the theoretical study of global link arrangements by Hastings et al. [17] : a = 4, p = 2, c = 2, and g = 9, corresponding to a total of 72 nodes and 144 cores. For our medium-size machine, we use a = 8, p = 2, c = 2, g = 17, corresponding to a total of 272 nodes and 544 cores. As for the large machine, we use a = 8, p = 4, c = 4, g = 17, which adds up to a total of 544 nodes and 2, 176 cores.
We set the bandwidth of each link that is connected to the hosts and other routers within a group (i.e., local links) to 1GB/s. We sweep α (global to local link bandwidth ratio) from 0.5GB/s to 4GB/s in 0.5GB/s steps to analyze the impact of global link bandwidths. In order to isolate the effect of crossbar bandwidth on the simulation results, we set the crossbar bandwidth to the sum of the maximum link bandwidths connected to a router.
C. Workloads
We focus on three communication patterns: all-to-all, bisection, and 3D stencil. We select bisection pattern as it represents the bisection bandwidth of the network. All-to-all and 3D stencil patterns are commonly observed in real HPC applications [26] .
All-to-all: It is a commonly known pattern where each task communicates with every one of the other tasks in an application. Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is an example application with uniform all-to-all communication [27] . During our simulations, we observed that task mapping has an impact on the performance even for all-to-all communication pattern due to the scheduling order of the messages. To average out the impact of task mapping, we run all-to-all workloads 15 times with random task mapping and select the case with the median running time for our analysis.
Bisection: We use this communication pattern to account for the bisection bandwidth of the dragonfly network and to compare our results against the theoretical analysis from prior work by Hastings et al. [17] . In this pattern, the tasks are divided into two equal-sized groups (group #1 and #2), where a task from group #1 communicates with every task in group #2 and none of the tasks in group #1. In order to achieve the minimum bisection bandwidth between groups #1 and #2, we use the network cuts provided by Hastings et al. for the small machine size. These network cuts are also called minimum cuts; thus, the resulting application running time is a good representation of the bisection bandwidth. Once we decide on which group of tasks occupy which nodes based on the minimum cuts, we run bisection workload 15 times with random task mapping using those nodes. We select the case with maximum running time for this analysis as the bisection bandwidth represents the worst case.
For other machine sizes for which the minimum cuts are not readily available, we use the cut that takes the first half of the nodes in order, starting from node #0. Similarly, we apply random task mapping using these nodes and select the case with the maximum running time.
3D Stencil: This messaging pattern is observed in a large portion of the HPC applications and is explicitly supported by MPI [28] . Examples of real-life applications with 3D stencil communication include multi-dimensional shock-wave analysis [29] and molecular dynamics [30] . In this pattern, application tasks exchange messages with their six nearest Cartesian neighbors (i.e., in the x, y, z directions). In SST, we use the Halo3D motif in ember, which models the 3D-stencil MPI routine. As the running time of stencil jobs significantly depends on task mapping [21] , we use recursive graph bisection to efficiently place application tasks.
For each of these communication patterns, we specify parameters such as the message size, the number of iterations, and the compute time per iteration. In order to focus on the communication overhead, we set the compute time to zero. We set the number of iterations for each application such that we allow enough time for the network to reach steady state. In our experiments, we experiment with 3 different message sizes: 100KB, 1000KB, and 4000KB.
We assume single job and multi-job cases, where all jobs collectively occupy 100% of the dragonfly machine. High system utilization is a common case in HPC and also makes it easier to observe how different conditions (communication patterns, message size, etc.) lead to network congestion. In the multi-job case, we assume two jobs of the same communication pattern are running simultaneously with each job occupying 50% of the machine. We focus on single-run of the jobs instead of job traces, which means that all jobs arrive and get allocated at the same time. 
IV. ANALYSIS ON GLOBAL LINK ARRANGEMENTS
This section presents our results on the impact of global link arrangements along with our findings on the coupling between link arrangements, communication patterns, routing, and job placement. We start our analysis using a single job that utilizes the entire machine to avoid the impacts of job allocation and inter-job interference, and continue with using multiple jobs.
A. Single Job Analysis
Here, we analyze the impact of global link arrangements on the communication overhead when the entire HPC machine is allocated to a single job. First, we validate the theoretical study of Hastings et al. [17] on how bisection bandwidth changes with link arrangements, and then focus on communication patterns that are commonly seen in HPC applications.
1) Bisection Bandwidth:
In the bisection communication pattern, the first half of the dragonfly communicates with the second half. When used with minimal routing, the running time of this pattern is a good representation of system's bisection bandwidth where the network hot-spots are also taken into account.
Hastings et al. [17] have theoretically shown that the bisection bandwidth of the absolute global link arrangement falls behind the other two global arrangements as the ratio of global to local link bandwidth, α, is increased above 1.25. Between α = 1.25 and α = 4, circulant-based arrangement provides the highest bisection bandwidth; and at α = 4, both circulant-based and relative arrangements have the same bisection bandwidth.
Our results demonstrate a similar pattern as shown in Figure 4 for 1000KB message size. We report all results in terms of normalized running time. Running time with circulant arrangement is 5-15% shorter than the other two arrangements for α > 1.5. Circulant arrangement provides better performance with increasing α values. For all α values, performance difference between absolute and relative arrangements is very small within 4%. The impact of global link arrangements on running time decreases slightly when we use Valiant routing. As shown in Figure 5 , circulant-based arrangement leads to 3-7% shorter running time in comparison to absolute arrangement. The trend for bisection bandwidth is similar for other message sizes.
The reason why circulant arrangement performs better lies behind how balanced the bisection bandwidth cuts are across the groups. A cut is a balanced cut if equal number of routers lie on each side of the cut in each group. For groups with a multiple of four routers, with circulant arrangement at α = 4, the minimum bisection cut is completely balanced across all the groups (i.e., 2 routers per group). Moreover, the circulant arrangement achieves a balanced cut for a lower α than that of the relative arrangement, while absolute arrangement never reaches a balanced cut.
2) Realistic Workloads:
The above results use bisection pattern, which is not typical in HPC workloads. This section presents our results with all-to-all and stencil communication patterns.
Unlike bisection pattern, global link arrangements do not have a significant impact on running time for all-to-all and stencil patterns. Figure 6 shows that the running time difference due to link arrangements is below 1% for any given α for all-to-all communication.
In Figure 7 , we show the same trend for the stencil pattern. As the stencil pattern injects fewer messages into the network compared to bisection and all-to-all patterns, we present results with 4000KB message size, which achieves a similar network load. The performance difference among different global link arrangements is less than 3% for all α values.
The independence of all-to-all pattern's running time from global link arrangements is also valid for different message sizes and routing algorithms as shown in Figure 8 . However, we observe that the routing mechanism has a significant impact on running time. For small message sizes such as 100KB, Valiant routing effectively spreads network traffic and avoids bottlenecks. Thus, for 100KB message size, Valiant reduces running time by 15%. On the other hand, Valiant routing increases the average traffic as it does not use the minimum path. As a result, for larger message sizes, Valiant routing introduces new network bottlenecks and results in up to 5% longer running time compared to minimal routing.
Another interesting observation of our study is regarding the impact of task mapping. As mentioned in Section III-C, our results on all-to-all pattern belongs to the case with the median running time among 15 simulations with random task mapping. In Figure 9 , we present the variation in running time among these 15 simulations as a percentage of the median running time for α = 0.5. While the variation is between 3-11% with minimal routing depending on the specific task mapping used by the random task mapper, it is below 2.5% with Valiant routing. As Valiant routing has an inherent randomization for intermediate router/group selection, it minimizes the impact of task mapping by randomly spreading traffic. For α = 4, our results show that the variation reduces below 5% with minimal routing due to the increased network bandwidth, whereas the variation stays below 2% with Valiant routing.
3) Medium and Large Machines:
For the medium machine with 17 groups, we repeat our analysis on the global link arrangements with bisection pattern. Figure 10 shows similar trends for bisection bandwidth, where we observe 2-8% shorter running time with circulant arrangement in comparison to the absolute arrangement. For medium machine size, relative arrangement starts to perform closer to the circulant arrangement than the absolute arrangement, indicating that the performance difference among global link arrangements is not specific to the small machine size.
For the large machine with 17 groups and 2,176 cores, we carry out simulations with all-to-all and bisection patterns to analyze the impact of increasing the number of tasks per local router on the resulting application running time. The results are consistent with the small and medium-size machines: The performance of the all-to-all pattern shows negligible difference across the global link arrangements (less than 2%). Similarly, for the bisection pattern, we observe that the circulant arrangement provides 3-10% shorter running time compared to the absolute arrangement.
B. Multiple Job Analysis
We next explore the dependency of performance on various network parameters when two jobs are running together. When considering multiple jobs, an important aspect comes into the picture, namely, job allocation algorithm. We focus on three main job allocation strategies: cluster, spread, and random allocation (See Section II-C). For this analysis, we use the small machine and stencil communication pattern, and consider two jobs with the stencil pattern running together (e.g., a common example HPC scenario is when users submit the same stencil job with different inputs). We report the running time of the slower job.
In the previous results in Section IV-A, we have shown that the circulant arrangement provides slightly shorter running time for stencil application. Thus, in our next analysis, we focus on circulant arrangement. Figure 11 compares the running time for each {routing, allocation} algorithm pair over different α values. The results are normalized to {minimal, cluster} case at their corresponding α value. An interesting observation is that how good a {routing, allocation} pair performs is a function of the bandwidth ratio α. At α = 0.5, valiant and minimal routing behave rather similarly, with {minimal, random} being the best choice. As α increases, the pairs involving Valiant algorithm start to perform poorly. The reason is that global links become less congested with increasing α. When α is large, local link congestion becomes the bottleneck; and Valiant routing amplifies this effect by increasing the overall network traffic. This results in around 44% performance difference between the best and worst pairs ({minimal, spread} and {valiant, random}, respectively) at α = 4. 
C. Summary of Our Key Findings
Our performance analysis on dragonfly networks considering various aspects has led to the following key findings:
• Detailed network simulation closely follows the theory regarding the impact of global link arrangements on bisection bandwidth. We show that circulant arrangement provides up to 15% shorter running time compared to absolute arrangement for the bisection communication pattern with minimal routing.
• In contrast to the bisection communication pattern, global link arrangements do not have a significant impact on performance (i.e., <3%) for realistic patterns such as allto-all and 3D stencil. • We show that task mapping can significantly impact the application running time even for the all-to-all pattern due to the scheduling order of the messages. We observe up to 11% performance variation for all-to-all jobs due to task mapping.
• For realistic workloads, the choice of {routing, allocation} algorithm pair has a larger impact on performance compared to the impact of link arrangements. The selection of the best performing pair depends on α. As α increases, traffic on local links becomes a bottleneck. As Valiant routing creates more traffic on all links, it results in up to 44% longer running times in comparison to using minimal routing at α = 4.
V. RELATED WORK
As dragonfly network topologies [6] gain popularity due to their high bisection bandwidth and low diameter, researchers have investigated how to improve the performance of dragonflies. Most of these studies use simulators to easily experiment with different dragonfly settings with a clear visibility on the system. A group of existing literature utilizes high-level simulators, where the performance evaluation metrics are based on the link usage [31] , [32] . Low-level simulators exist, but they either do not model different global link arrangements [33] or focus on network packet delays without considering job placement algorithms [34] . In our work, we propose a unified simulation framework that is able to simulate the combination of such factors.
Based on these simulators, various techniques have been proposed to improve dragonfly performance. Prisacari et al. [10] introduce dragonfly-specific hierarchical all-to-all exchange patterns that reduce all-to-all communication time by up to 45%. Fuentes et al. [11] focus on traffic patterns that portray real use cases and study the network unfairness caused by existing routing mechanisms with relative global link arrangement. Yébenes et al. [12] introduce a packet queuing scheme to reduce message stalls with minimal-path routing. These works specifically target improving routingrelated issues in dragonflies.
Researchers have identified a strong coupling between routing and job allocation in dragonflies. Bhatele et al. [13] conduct a study on a IBM PERCS architecture [9] and conclude that default MPI rank-ordered allocation leads to significant network congestion when used together with minimal-routing. They claim that (1) indirect routing obviates the need for intelligent job allocation and (2) random allocation gives the best performance when direct routing is used. Following up on this work, Chakaravarthy et al. [14] show that transpose communication patterns [35] benefit from direct routing, and Prisacari et al. demonstrate that random allocation with minimal-routing is consistently outperformed by Cartesian job placement with indirect routing for stencil communication patterns [15] . These works focus on allocation and routing strategies but do not consider different global link arrangements.
Several studies investigate global links in dragonflies. Bhatele et al. [32] investigate the impact of changing the number of router links on performance. Groves et al. [25] explore the effect of the number of global links and link bandwidths on the performance and power consumption of dragonfly networks considering the absolute arrangement only. Camarero et al. [16] introduce the three global link arrangements we use in this paper; however, they do not provide any performance comparison between them and they instead focus on the impact of the routing mechanisms. Hastings et al. conduct a theoretical analysis on global link arrangements and show that the commonly-used absolute link arrangement leads to a smaller bisection bandwidth when the ratio of global/local link bandwidths is larger than 1.25 [17] . Wen et al. propose Flexfly, a re-configurable network architecture for the global links using low-radix optical switches [36] . Flexfly modifies inter-group connections based on the observed network traffic to mitigate the need for indirect routing. However, it requires knowledge on application traffic patterns, which are not easy to extract because application type is typically unknown to HPC systems and traffic patterns may depend on application input.
To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to experimentally evaluate the impact of different global link arrangements on performance in tandem with link bandwidths, communication patterns, job placement algorithms, and routing mechanisms.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a thorough analysis on the unexplored aspects of the dragonfly networks. For this purpose, we first propose a simulation framework that is able to evaluate the combined impact of global link arrangements, link bandwidths, job allocation and routing algorithms on the application running time. We then compare the performance of several known global link arrangements and show that circulant arrangement provides up to 15% reduction in communication time for the bisection communication pattern. We demonstrate that for common MPI communication patterns, the impact of global link arrangements is of less significance. On the other hand, for the same MPI patterns, we find that the choice of job allocation and routing algorithm is highly important, leading up to 44% difference in communication overhead, and that the best choice depends on the bandwidth ratio between global and local links. Finally, we show that task mapping in dragonfly can result in up to 11% variation in the application running time even for all-to-all communication pattern due to the scheduling order of the messages.
